
Selma
Design: Målfrid Vik

Selma has a solid and refined feel that fits perfectly into different interior styles. The Selma

system consists of cabinets with lights, multimedia bench, bookshelf, chest of drawers and

bedside tables. Drawers have steel rails.
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Selection
1206 Sideboard, 84x145x46 cm, with 6 drawers and 2 doors, birch HPL W: 145 cm H: 84 cm D: 46 cm

1207 Book case, 180x98x36 cm, with 3 shelves, birch HPL W: 98 cm H: 180 cm D: 36 cm

1208 Multimedia bench, 58x98x46 cm, birch HPL W: 98 cm H: 58 cm D: 46 cm

1210 Night stand, 70x40x40 cm, with drawer, birch HPL W: 40 cm H: 70 cm D: 40 cm

1333 Night stand, 70x40x40 cm, without drawer, birch HPL W: 40 cm H: 70 cm D: 40 cm

1350 Night stand with height adjustable side table, 70x100x40 cm, with drawer and wheels, birch HPLW: 40 cm H: 91 cm D: 40 cm

1334 Lock for cupboard, per piece #### #### ####

1335 Light for upper shelf with glass doors #### #### ####

1359 Wheels for night stand #### #### ####

9017 Various #### #### ####

0 #### #### ####

SOFT OPPBEVARING #### #### ####

Acessories
1962 Buffet, 180x98x45 cm, two doors bottom and two glas doors top, birch HPL

1963 Buffet, 180x98x45 cm, two doors bottom and two doors top, birch HPL

1964 Sideboard, 84x98x45 cm, open, birch HPL

Construction
Cabinets in MDF with HPL surface.

Standard wood: Birch.

Legs
Chassis in solid wood.

Hard plastic pads.

Mounting
Chassis must be mounted on the cabinets.

Recycling
All steel parts are recyclable. During surface treatment, degreasing with alkaline washing takes place. After

separation, the oil goes for destruction. Varnishing is done electrostatically with epoxy powder that gives

minimal pollution. The plastic parts used are recyclable. All padding and frames are made of foam completely

without freons. Only water-based and solvent free adhesives and hot melt adhesives are used.
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